
NOW IS THE TIME TO STOP
IGNORING PESKY WEEDS AND
START ENJOYING YOUR LAKE

SHORE AGAIN!

Our SCUBA divers pull
your lake weeds 

by-the-root so you can
start enjoying your

lakefront!

"We loved the work that your team did. After
fighting with the chemical solution with very

limited results, it was nice to see instant results –
without having to pour chemicals in our bay. I

have never been this weed-free in years." 
- Dan M. (Maxwell Bay, Lake Minnetonka)

"We have used Waterfront Restoration services
for several years, and have been consistently

impressed with the professionalism and
friendliness of the front office and dive team

members. The work on-site has been thorough and
responsive to our needs." 

- Wil M. (Maple Lake)

WHAT ARE PEOPLE SAYING ABOUT
WATERFRONT RESTORATION?

BEFORE
using Waterfront

Restoration's
services

AFTER
using Waterfront

Restoration's
services



OUR CREWS WORK HARD SO
YOU CAN TREASURE

MINNESOTA SUMMER!

CHECK OUT OUR SERVICES

- Service backed by our Love Your Lakefront
Guarantee

- By-the-root labor guaranteeing eco-friendly
results

- Crews that show care for your lakefront needs

Waterfront Restoration is the most trusted
company for lake weed removal in

Minnesota.

FLOATING WEED CLEANUP
An experienced team of divers roots out aquatic
weeds one-by-one and dispose of them off-site.

Additionally, they will skim off floating weeds, rake the
shallows, and leave the whole space clean and ready

to enjoy.

DANGEROUS OBJECT CLEANUP
Our divers can remove garbage, rocks, and debris

that are dangerous and preventing you from
enjoying your lake shore.

ZEBRA MUSSEL REMOVAL
 We completely remove these invaders by prying
them from underwater surfaces and disposing of

them safely off-site.

WATERCRAFT INSPECTIONS
We’ll staff your lake accesses with DNR

trained watercraft inspectors who adhere to
the latest laws and attend to the AIS risks

specific to your area.

WHY WATERFRONT
RESTORATION?

Call (952)356-0614 today to schedule a
FREE, NO OBLIGATION 
Weed Removal Analysis

With us, you can expect:

SCAN
 M

E!


